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NOTE : Attempt en're part _A, any four questions from part_B and any twoquestions from part-C

PART.A

11.(a)Evaluate, | "". , ,*id, along the circle, lz l=2,

{b) state any one property of anarytic functions.
(c) State the three possible solutions for the Laplace equation,

02u Azu
frn fi=o

(d) write the formurae for finding the harf range cosine series for the function
f(x) in the interval, (el).

(e)Find,L(e-2ttcost)

(f) Expand 1 in Taylo/s series about the point, z = J.
(g) Form the partialdifferentialequation from, z= ax + a?y2 + b.
(h) Write the solution of the differential equation,

Po(xl y,, + p1(x) y' + p2(x) y = 0, when the roots of the indicial equation are
distinct and do not differ by an integer.
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(i) what are Dirichret's conditions for the expansion of , f(x) as a Fourierseries in (O ,2t )

0) What are the Bessel,s functions of the first and second kind?

PART.B
Q2. solve v" - 3r/ + 2y =t where v(0) = 0 and y,(0) =0 by using Laplace transform

method.

Q3' Expand, f(z) = 
ffi*$ in laurenfs series valid for the regions,

{i) 1< lzl< g
(i i) o<fz+11<2.

Q4. Find the Fourier series of , t(xl =1t:Iz in the range (0,2n |. Hence find the
vatue of the series, i * ir* il * .,.

Q5. With usual notation , prove that, /r(x)= tr
2 \l 'fx

sin x.

Q5. Sofve the partiaf different equation, yzp _ xyg = x(z * 2y).

PART.C

Q7. Use the concept of residues to evaluate, f"5;5ftp
Q8' A string of rength I is initiarty at rest in equiribrium position and each of its

points is given the verocity,9 =b sin3 f at t = '.Find the dispracement y(f, t).
Q9. Find the power series solution of (1 - x2)y,, _ 2xy, * Zy =0 aboutr a 0.
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